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Two major social/political movements

• Tehreek-e-Labaik Pakistan (religion-based) 
• Pashtun Tahaffuz Movement (ethnicity-based)

Each in its way has changed the context around religious and ethnic 
minorities



History

• The military’s use of rightwing Islamist parties and jihadist groups for 
domestic political and regional strategic objectives; but also, Islamist 
proxies as a way to neutralize Pashtun nationalism and, more 
recently, Baloch nationalism

• Legal legacy: Islamist legislation in the late 1970s and 1980s, including 
Hudood Ordinances, new blasphemy provisions, anti-Ahmadi laws

• All these laws lend themselves to manipulation
• Attempts to reform them have been stillborn



Religious/Sectarian Minorities

Population breakdown:
• Muslim: 96%
• Christians and Hindus: 1.6% each
• Ahmadis (officially non-Muslim): 0.2%

• Sunnis: Barelvis: 50% of overall population; Deobandis: 20%; Ahle
Hadith: 4%

• Shias, 20 – 25% of population (including estimated 500,000 Ismailis)



Differences between Barelvis, Deobandis, 
Ahle Hadith, Shias, and Ahmadis
• Question of Intercession/intermediation:

Barelvis (associated closely with Sufism): Prophet; Sufi 
sheikhs/spiritual guides and shrines
Deobandis: Some Sufi sheikhs, no shrines
Ahle Hadith: no Sufi sheikhs, no shrines

• Shias: veneration of Ali
• Ahmadis: late 19th century iteration of prophecy



Conflicts

• ‘Sunni-Shia’ conflict (more specifically Deobandi-Shia conflict)

• Deobandi-Barelvi conflict

• The new Barelvi militancy and the situation of Ahmadis and other 
minorities



Deobandi/Shia

• Violent Deobandi groups: 
Lashkar-e-Jhangvi: domestic jihadi (anti-Shia) 
Jaish-e-Mohammed: external jihad (anti-India)

• Jhang (central/southern Punjab) as birthplace of LeJ and of sectarian violence
• Tensions but no violent confrontation until the 1980s when: 1. weapons flooded 

Pakistan during anti-Soviet jihad in Afghanistan; 2. General Zia’s military regime 
supported creation of radical Deobandi SSP in 1985 to contain threat of Shia 
mobilization post-1979; 3. mushrooming of the Deobandi madrasa sector

• Shia militant (and Iran-backed) SMP vs. SSP/LeJ
• Deobandi militancy spread from Jhang to other parts of Punjab with similar socio-

political dynamics: migrant population in congested urban centers, Shia/Barelvi
landed/rural elite in the countryside, bazaar/merchant class that provided funds 
as a way to challenge the authority of the aristocracy



(continued…)

• Southern Punjab as HQ, but targets expanded (taking the fight to Shia 
centers): 
Multan
Karachi 
Kurram (Shia Turis) and Orakzai and neighboring Khyber 
Pakhtunkhwa districts
Quetta (Hazaras)



Deobandi/Barelvi Conflict

• Deobandi rejection of shrine culture/attacks on shrines
• Intra-Sunni contest for space: mosques, madrasas and real estate
• The emergence of the militant Barelvi Sunni Tehreek in Karachi
• Decimation of the ST in Nishtar Park bombing (2006)
• 2017-18: Barelvi political militancy  



Role of the State

• Violence and impunity: the case of LeJ Malik Ishaq
• Spate of killings across country soon after his June 2011 release, 

including of Hazaras in Balochistan: around 200 killed in 2011; around 
180 killed in first 5 months of 2012; July 2013 – June 2014: 430 killed

• Crackdown on LeJ and decline in sectarian (and other) violence, 
including July 2015 Ishaq killing

• Significant decline in sectarian attacks: 50 killed in 2018



Weaknesses in state response

• Jaish exempt from action (Dawn leaks story)
• A large part of Deobandi madrasa/mosque sector, i.e. sources of 

radicalization, recruitment and financing remain
• LeJ and/or its offshoots still active in Balochistan: chief justice May 

2018 remark about “ethnic cleansing” of Hazaras (targeted killings 
and persecution) 

• Ahle Hadith: Lashkar-e-Tayyaba/Jamaat-ud-Dawa still exempt, have 
expanded operations in Balochistan and Sindh (where Hindu 
community under assault, including forced marriages and conversions 
and intimidation)



Mainstreaming militants

• FATF grey list and international pressure
• Mili Muslim League, a new LeT/JuD political front (later renamed 

Allah o Akbar party)
• SSP/ASWJ leader Maulana Ludhianvi forming new party
• Most significant entrant into polity: radical Barelvi party Tehreek-i-

Labaik Pakistan



Radical Barelvi politics: TLP
• Followers of Mumtaz Qadri – Asia Bibi case and Salman Taseer’s assassination in January 2011
• First demonstration of power: November 2017 Faizabad sit-in 

Two-week long occupation of a major bridge/road linking Islamabad and Rawalpindi, demanding 
the removal of law minister Zahid Hamid over an amendment to declaration required of all 
electoral candidates
Amendment replaced the words “I solemnly swear” with “I believe” in the 
“absolute and unqualified finality of the Prophet Muhammad.” TLP contended that the change 
weakened that affirmation. 
Protests ended with Hamid’s resignation as part of a military-brokered deal, with a ISI major 
general signing as guarantor. 
Video clip widely circulated on social media showed Punjab Rangers director general major 
general Azhar Naveed, reportedly a close ally of army chief General Qamar Bajwa, distributing 
cash to Labaik demonstrators while assuring them of support.

• 2018 elections: Over 2 million votes, and two provincial seats from Karachi



(continued…)

• Next demonstration: Asia Bibi verdict. Government agreed not to 
allow Asia to leave the country until decision on her appeal

• TLP threats against army chief and Supreme Court chief justice
• State action against TLP leadership
• Two major Supreme Court decisions: upholding Asia Bibi acquittal 

(January 2019); ruling on TLP Faizabad sit-in
• TLP muted response to these decisions



Barelvi militancy: flash in the pan?

• The state can take action when it wants to
• Will it prosecute TLP?
• How deep does TLP message (love of the Prophet) run in the hearts of 

Pakistanis, including the army rank-and-file?
• Renewal of blasphemy issue has increasingly demoralized civil society, 

constrained secular politics, and made Christians and Ahmadis in 
particular all the more vulnerable



Pashtuns and the Baloch: Caught between 
militancy and the military
Pashtuns
• Bearing the brunt of FATA militancy and military operations: landmines, 

extrajudicial killings, enforced disappearances, travel restrictions, racial profiling 
across the country (e.g. February 2018 Punjab government notification “asking 
the population to keep an eye on suspicious individuals who like Pashtuns or are 
from [FATA], and to report any suspicious activity by them.”

• January 2018 extrajudicial killing in Karachi of Naqeebullah Mehsud and the rise 
of the PTM

• Initial state response: release of over 300 ‘prisoners,’ travel restrictions removed 
and some security checkposts transferred to civilians, dialogue, FATA reforms

• Amid continued demands, this gave way to heavy state crackdown on PTM 
(including Feb 2 2019 death of senior PTM member Arman Loni death in Loralai, 
Balochistan) and muzzling of any media coverage



(continued…)

Baloch
• Ongoing Baloch insurgency, initially around demands for provincial 

political and economic autonomy, now for separate state
• Legal, political, and economic black hole
• Human rights abuses, including ‘kill-and-dump’ operations and 

enforced disappearances
• Severely restricted media and civil society access
• Limited mobility of Baloch population (unlike Pashtuns)   
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